
FIVE STAR CONSORTIUM COORDINATION UPDATES 
 

Medical Assisting - EvCC accepts Medical Terminology, Anatomy and Physiology for the MA program 
from the Five Stars. The CATCH grant has made close program parallels for Edmonds and Everett 
students. We expect to trade students back and forth as they add additional certificate programs ( in 
addition to the grant funded certificate work) and we will accept each others's support courses.  

 
LPN to RN – EvCC is supporting the LPN program proposal of Edmonds as they seek state approval and 
NLNAC accreditation for that program.  These (EdCC) students would be welcome to use our LPN to RN 
transition option when it is offered.  

 
Fire Science - May be a hot topic (attempt at humor); EvCC accepts the basic administrative course work 
from the Edmonds' (Fire Administration) program as they finish the Fire Administration and 
Management AAS-T program at EvCC.  

 
World Language course openings - There is continued discussion about coordination of upper level 
classes. We apparently have had some planning with Edmonds specifically on coordination of Arabic 
language classes.  It was interesting to hear that Edmonds is requiring students to spend time in an on 
campus language lab as part of their course completion (this is a new requirement).  We also discussed 
finding out more about the real or perceived demand for second level ASL classes.  Doug Emory at LWTC 
is taking the lead on that.   
Students are probably not going to another campus to pick up a cancelled class because the times are 
too similar. E.g., a cancelled Chinese class at 10:00 and an open one at 10:20 on another campus is not 
likely to pick up enrollment because most students are taking multiple classes. It was suggested that we 
start offering such classes at different times of day (one morning and one late afternoon or evening). 
It was talked about having one campus become the lead ASL campus to pick up what is being lost by the 
phase-out at Seattle Central. 

 
There is going to be a drop-off of WL offerings in less common languages (Korean, etc.) as some grant 
support for those languages ends. 
 
Most of us are now "stacking" some classes (e.g., offering 121 and 122 simultaneously). Hence some 
classes that appear to be low-enrolled are actually a "single" class for purposes of scheduling and 
remuneration. 

 
Music – shared courses or programs. We are interested in the potential of a shared curriculum guide. I 
am the lead on this one and doing a matrix of the course offerings at each college for our next meeting.  
Not on your list but a new project that we gave ourselves today was to find out about faculty knowledge 
and use of the open course library project.  We agreed that we want to find out several things: if faculty 
know about the project and available course materials, if they have reviewed any of them, and if they 
have used or would intend to use any content. We will do this survey jointly through Survey Monkey; 
Walter Hudsick (Cascadia) is taking the lead on developing that survey. 
 
Basic Skills -  Sharing and reciprocity of CASAS scores among colleges and Joint application for funding of 
Adult Literacy Week activities, including production of marketing video for Basic skills featuring 5 star 
colleges. 
 
 



 
Diversity Reciprocity Policy approved statewide by Instruction Commission (Spring 2011) 
 
Reciprocity of Diversity Specific Requirements:  The receiving institution will accept an entire Diversity 
requirement for a transfer degree as met if that student has met the entire Diversity Requirement of a 
transfer degree, according to the sending institution’s degree criteria. **Note: Example criteria include 
number of disciplines, allowable disciplines, credits, sequence requirements (or lack thereof). In all these 
instances, the sending institution’s requirements govern. 


